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Gender gaps on the most widely used conceptual inventories created by physics education researchers have been extensively studied. Most of the research exploring the consistent gender gaps has been performed at the student level using the total evaluation score; less research has been performed examining these assessments at the item level and this research has been predominately restricted to the Force Concept Inventory (FCI). Many studies have identified subsets of FCI items as unfair to either men or women. An item is fair if men and women of equal ability in conceptual physics score equally on the item. This study explored the item-level gender fairness of the Force and Motion Conceptual Evaluation (FMCE) and the Conceptual Survey of Electricity and Magnetism (CSEM). Classical test theory and differential item functioning (DIF) analysis were employed to examine item fairness. Fairness was investigated with four large post-test samples, two for the FMCE ($n_1 = 3016$, $n_2 = 3719$) and two for the CSEM ($n_1 = 2014$, $n_2 = 2657$). Men and women performed significantly differently on the majority of FMCE items but with no more than a small effect size. There were fewer items in the CSEM where men and women performed differently. Using DIF analysis, which assumes that overall test score is an accurate measure of ability, only one item in the FMCE demonstrated large DIF in both samples with that item unfair to women. One additional item showed large DIF in a single sample, also unfair to women. Only one item in the CSEM demonstrated large DIF. The item was unfair to men but this result was not consistent across all samples. The number of large DIF items identified in both the FMCE and the CSEM was substantially smaller than the number of large DIF items identified in the FCI by previous studies.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The properties and performance of the most commonly used conceptual inventories constructed by physics education research (PER) have been studied through factor analysis [1–3], item response theory [4–7], and network analysis [8]. Most of these studies, however, have been performed using the Force Concept Inventory (FCI) [9]; substantially less research has been performed exploring the structure and validity of the Force and Motion Conceptual Evaluation (FMCE) [10] or the Conceptual Survey of Electricity and Magnetism (CSEM) [11].

This work examines the validity and fairness of the FMCE and CSEM using four large samples drawn from calculus-based college physics classes. We adopt the validation framework proposed by Jorion et al. [12] for evaluating engineering conceptual inventories. This framework begins with an examination of classical test theory (CTT) difficulty and discrimination to identify items outside of the suggested range on these measures; these items pose reliability and validity problems for the instrument. Item response theory (IRT) is then applied to further understand item functioning. Reliability is assessed with Cronbach’s $\alpha$ and inter-item correlations; factor analysis is then applied to understand subscale reliability. The primary focus of this work is to understand gender differences. While the reliability analysis may provide information about overall instrumental validity, Traxler et al. [13] found it provided little explanation of the gender differences; we will leave a general reliability analysis of the FMCE and CSEM for future studies.

Our prior work extended the framework to include an item fairness analysis [13]. The Educational Testing Service [14,15], the American Educational Research Association, the American Psychological Association, and National Council on Measurement in Education [16] suggest that fairness analysis is a crucial step in instrument validation.
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construction and, further, suggest differential item functioning (DIF) analysis as one part of fairness analysis. Item and instrument fairness is a sometimes contentious topic [17]. We will adopt a narrow definition of fairness: an item will be considered fair if it demonstrates negligible DIF; that is, if the item performs identically for two groups of students with equal ability with the material tested. This work uses many terms that are common within the test development literature that have different meanings than their common usage; we will define these terms as they are introduced. For a careful exploration of the terms and for standards of test development practice see Ref. [16].

Traxler et al. examined the item-level fairness and test construction fairness of the FCI [9] with a large data set ($N = 5769$) drawn from four institutions [13]. In the different samples examined, many items fell outside the suggested range for CTT difficulty and discrimination. These “problematic” items were different for men and women. This work also showed that, when the average score for each item was plotted for men and women, five items stood out as substantially unfair to women while most other items were somewhat unfair to women. DIF analysis confirmed the unfairness of these five items and identified a total of 8 unfair items with large DIF; 6 unfair to women and 2 unfair to men. Most of these items had also been identified as unfair in previous studies, but not consistently [18,19]. An unbiased FCI was then constructed by iteratively removing unfair items which produced a 20-item instrument including only fair items. Beyond the 8 items initially identified with large DIF, one additional large DIF and one small-to-moderate DIF item were uncovered as the large DIF items were removed from the instrument. This instrument was further reduced by removing item 29 which consistently failed reliability and validity metrics. The gender gap on the 19-item FCI was reduced by nearly 50% in the primary sample. The current work partially replicates this analysis path for the FMCE and the CSEM.

While there is a substantial body of research investigating the gender fairness of the FCI, little research into the gender fairness of the FMCE or CSEM exists. Very little work on test construction fairness has been performed on instruments in PER. Traxler et al. defined an instrument’s test construction as being fair if the instrument had similar reliability and validity properties for all populations. The only similar work we know of was performed by Henderson et al. [20] which identified differences in the validity of the CSEM pretest score for men and women. A few developers of concept inventories have noted gender differences in average student score [21,22]. This information was reported at the whole-instrument level and not by item. Engelhardt [23] recommends that developers look for gender effects in their item-level analyses, but it is not yet clear whether this suggestion has been taken up by the PER community.

As with most other studies of gender fairness, this work will treat gender as a binary variable. This treatment obscures the complicated nature of gender identity and future studies should perform a more thorough investigation. For a more detailed discussion of gender in physics see Traxler et al. [24].

A. Reliability and validity

Much of the work exploring the reliability, validity, and structure of physics conceptual inventories has been performed on the FCI. These studies have included analyses of the factor structure [1,2,7,25,26], reliability [27,28], and item properties measured with IRT [5] and with item response curves [4].

Thornton et al. provided evidence for the validity of the FMCE by comparing FMCE post-test scores with FCI post-test scores and found a strong correlation [29]. Only one study examined the factor structure of the FMCE. Ramlöf found the factor structure of the FMCE pretest was undefined but that a three-factor solution existed for the FMCE post-test [30]. To our knowledge, little research has been performed investigating the reliability, validity, or fairness of either the FMCE or the CSEM.

B. The “gender gap”

The overall gender gap on the various introductory-level conceptual inventories used in PER has been extensively studied. Madsen, McKagan, and Sayre summarized reported performance differences on conceptual evaluations between men and women [31]. Men, on average, outperform women on the mechanics conceptual inventories by 13% on the pretest and by 12% on the post-test. On electricity and magnetism conceptual inventories, men also typically outperform women, with men scoring 3.7% higher on the pretest scores, 8.5% on the post-test.

One promising subset of gender gap studies focuses on the role that instructors and physics education researchers can play, by examining the effects of reformed pedagogy. Although some studies have shown that interactive engagement techniques decrease the overall gender gap [32,33], these results have not been consistent [34–36].

The following subsections review the exploration of gender gaps and their causes in the FCI, the FMCE, and the CSEM. For an overview of the research performed on the gender gap in physics, see Madsen, McKagan, and Sayre [31]. For a more detailed discussion of the possible sources behind the consistent gender gaps in physics conceptual inventories, and for related work in higher education, see Henderson et al. [20].

1. Gender and the FCI

Most work exploring gender differences in physics conceptual performance has been conducted with the FCI. Studies have explored the relation of gender and post-test scores with other correlates such as scientific reasoning [37,38], standardized test scores [39], other
pretest scores [40,41], and psychological factors such as self-efficacy [42,43]. See Traxler et al. for a more complete review [13].

A few studies have sought alternate perspectives on gendered responses to FCI questions. McCullough [44] found that switching the gender context from stereotypically masculine scenarios (hockey, rockets, etc.) to stereotypically feminine contexts significantly changed the gender gap on a number of items. McCaskey and collaborators [42,43] asked students to mark both their own beliefs and what a scientist would say, and found that women showed more “splits” between the two sets of answers. No similar work that we know of has been done with the FMCE or CSEM, and these three studies all used data outside the most common PER setting of calculus-based courses. The analysis in this paper will pursue the more traditional psychometric methods of CTT and DIF, but these alternate ways of probing the structure of concept inventories may hold important clues for future research.

2. Gender and the FMCE

The FMCE has been used to measure student conceptual understanding of Newton’s laws of motion for nearly 20 years. Pollock, Finkelstein, and Kost investigated the effect of interactive-engagement techniques on the difference in performance on the FMCE between men and women [33]. Even though previous research showed that the gender gap on the mechanics inventories could be reduced by using these techniques [45], the results of the Pollock, Finkelstein and Kost study did not support this finding; interactive engagement was not sufficient to reduce the differences in performance on the FMCE.

Kost, Pollock, and Finkelstein explored factors that contributed to the gender gap in the FMCE post-test [45] including background and preparation differences, students’ attitudes toward science measured by the Colorado Learning Attitudes about Science Survey (CLASS) [46], and other assessments such as FMCE pretest scores and math placement exam scores. Student background and preparation differences explained a substantial amount of the variance in the gender gap on the FMCE post-test. We will “bin” FMCE post-test score by pretest, similar to the Kost et al. [45] study. A bin is defined as a range of pretest scores. In a different study, the same authors investigated the effect of physics identity and self-efficacy on student performance [47]. Neither physics identity nor self-efficacy explained the gender gap in FMCE post-test scores.

3. Gender and the CSEM

The gender gap on the electricity and magnetism conceptual inventories, such as the CSEM, has received significantly less attention than both the FCI and the FMCE. Although Madsen, McKagan, and Sayre report that, on average, men outperform women on both the CSEM pretest and post-test, the gender gap on the CSEM has been less consistent. While most studies report a male advantage, one study reported women outperforming men postinstruction [48].

Kohl and Kuo compared differences in normalized gain between men and women as a function of binned CSEM pretest score [36]. In three of the four bins, a significant gender gap in normalized gains was measured; however, the gender gap was not significant for the bin containing raw scores of 0 to 4 out of 32.

Henderson et al., using a similar binning by pretest score, found an overall gender gap in the CSEM pretest and post-test. This gap was also present in other qualitative assessment items such as qualitative lab quiz problems and qualitative in-semester examination problems, but not in quantitative exam problems [20]. The gender differences in each of the qualitative problem sets grew as the students’ CSEM pretest score increased. As in the Kohl and Kuo study, no gender gap was measured in the lowest CSEM pretest bins (raw scores between 0 and 8). Henderson et al. suggested that, because no gender gap was measured for students scoring below a 25% on the pretest, the CSEM was not intrinsically biased. Henderson et al. argued that the CSEM pretest provided a less accurate measure of the incoming physics conceptual knowledge of women compared to men; the CSEM was less valid for women than for men when used as a pretest.

C. Item analysis

Within the Jorion framework, instrument validation begins with item analysis which determines if CTT difficulty $P$ and discrimination $D$ are within an established range. For distractor-driven instruments, Jorion suggests well-functioning items have $D > 0.2$ and $0.2 < P < 0.8$ [12].

1. FMCE

Although most of the research on the FMCE examined overall scores pre- and postinstruction, some studies have investigated individual items on the FMCE. Talbot investigated the change in Newtonian thinking at the item level, arguing that this would give more detailed insight into student understanding of Newtonian mechanics [49]. Items 36 and 38 were too difficult ($P < 0.2$) on the pretest and items 40, 41, 42, and 43 were too easy ($P > 0.8$) on both the pretest and the post-test.

In a study comparing the performance of Japanese students to American students on the FMCE, each of the FMCE items was translated to Japanese [50]. CTT item difficulty $P$ and item discrimination $D$ were analyzed for the Japanese students showing that the majority of the FMCE items fell in the range of the desired difficulty. In addition, items 36 and 38 were classified as difficult items and items 40 through 43 were identified as easy items, which was consistent with the study performed by Talbot. Because the difficulty and discrimination were similar to
those of the American students, the authors concluded that the FMCE could be used to compare American and Japanese students.

While performing a comparison between FCI and the FMCE, Thornton et al. classified certain groups of items on the FMCE as “distinct clusters” [29]. For example, the three items assessing student understanding of acceleration of a tossed coin (items 27, 28, and 29) were defined as one cluster, 27_29. The notation 27_29 indicates the group of items 27, 28, and 29. Clustered problems are a set of problems that measure the same concept. Thornton [29] suggested that a cluster be graded as correct only if a student answered all questions in the cluster correctly.

The three distinct clusters described by Thornton et al. have been studied at the item level [51,52]. In 2008, Smith and Wittmann introduced revised clusters and investigated student response patterns on those sets of items. This work suggested that the two distinct clusters defined by Thornton et al., 8_13 and 27_29, should be combined into one cluster described as reversing direction. They also introduced cluster 40_43 as velocity graphs [51]. In 2014, Smith, Wittmann, and Carter used these revised clusters to provide insight into the effectiveness of interactive classroom techniques [52].

Overall, the analyses that have investigated the FMCE at the item level treat the students as an undifferentiated sample; the comparison of CTT difficulty and discrimination between men and women for the FMCE has not yet been reported.

2. CSEM

There have been very few studies that have focused on the individual items of the CSEM. Maloney et al. reported that the difficulty of the items on the CSEM were between 0.1 and 0.9 [11]. This analysis was performed for both the algebra-based and calculus-based introductory electricity and magnetism courses. Only one item, item 3, had a difficulty of above 0.8 and three items seemed to be too challenging with a difficulty of less than 0.2 (items 14, 20, and 31). Item discrimination was also evaluated; only four items had a discrimination less than 0.2; however, the authors do not specify which items.

Some studies have conducted analyses on a few specific items on the CSEM. Meltzer explored the shifts from pretest to post-test in student responses and reasoning on items 18 and 20, which ask students to compare the magnitude and direction of electric field and electric force, respectively, at two different points on equipotential lines [53]. Leppävirta investigated students’ alternate ideas on the items that assess student understanding of Newton’s 3rd law on the CSEM (items 4, 5, 7, and 24) [54]. One out of five students had an alternate model of Newton’s 3rd law prior to electricity and magnetism instruction; however, postinstruction these students are likely to change their understanding to the correct model.

To our knowledge, no item level analysis of the CSEM has been reported differentiated by gender.

D. Item fairness analysis

Multiple studies have investigated item fairness within the FCI. Some studies have examined performance differences between genders on the FCI at the item level. Dietz et al. investigated a balanced sample of men and women and found that items 4 and 9 were unfair to men and item 23 was unfair to women [18]. Osborn Popp, Meltzer, and Megowan-Romanowicz analyzed the FCI for high school physics students and showed fourteen items that were significantly unfair, but only item 23 showed large DIF while items 4, 6, 9, 14, 15, and 29 had small to moderate DIF [19]. More recently, Traxler et al. investigated item-level gender fairness in the FCI and found eight items that were substantially unfair, six unfair to women and two unfair to men [13].

A review of the literature did not identify any studies investigating the fairness of either the FMCE or CSEM.

E. Research questions

This study seeks to answer the following research questions:

RQ1: Are there items in the FMCE or the CSEM which CTT would identify as problematic? Are the problematic items the same for men and women?

RQ2: Are there items in the FMCE or the CSEM which are substantially unfair to men or women?

RQ3: Are the differences in overall performance between men and women on the FMCE or the CSEM dependent on the student’s FMCE or CSEM pretest score?

II. METHODS

A. Instruments

The FMCE is a 43-item conceptual inventory evaluating students’ conceptual understanding of Newton’s laws of motion [10]. The assessment uses extensive blocking of items referencing common physical systems to probe students’ views of force and motion concepts. Such systems include, but are not limited to, “force sled” questions, “cart on ramp” questions, “coin toss” questions, and “force graph” questions. For each item in a block, there are at least 6 possible responses, some of which were constructed to match students’ common misconceptions about force and motion. A revised version was published and includes four additional questions on energy concepts; however, typically these items are not included in the scoring of the FMCE. The second version of the FMCE is available at PhysPort [55].
The CSEM is a 32-item inventory evaluating students’ conceptual understanding of electricity and magnetism [11]. Maloney et al. developed the CSEM based upon the list of concepts that were initially constructed by Hieggelke and O’Kuma from two preliminary versions measuring conceptual understanding of electricity and magnetism separately [56]. After many iterations along with open-ended versions to identify common misconceptions, the two separate inventories were combined into one assessment designed to measure electricity and magnetism together. The instrument contains questions on Coulomb’s force law, the vector addition of electric force, electric field, and magnetic field, as well as induction. For a list of all of the concepts evaluated by the CSEM, see Maloney et al. [11]. The final version of the CSEM is also available at PhysPort [55].

B. Samples

Sample 1: Sample 1 was collected for four semesters in the calculus-based introductory mechanics class at a large western land-grant university in the US serving 34,000 students. The university had a Carnegie classification of “highest research activity” for the period studied [57]. The general undergraduate population had a range of ACT scores from 25–30 (25th to 75th percentile range) [58]. The general undergraduate population had a demographic composition of 69% White, 11% Hispanic, 7% International, 5% Asian, and 5% two or more races with all other groups with representation of less than 5% [58].

The course was taught by four faculty members and shared a common format throughout each semester. Each week, the course consisted of three 50 min lectures and one 50 min tutorial section where the University of Washington Tutorials in Introductory Physics [59] were led by a graduate teaching assistant and an undergraduate learning assistant. Lecture instructors used peer instruction with clickers. Students were assigned weekly homework as well as prelecture videos. Students were assessed with three in-seminar examinations and a final examination. The FMCE pretest and post-test were administered during the tutorial section; while attendance was required, the pretest and post-test did not count toward the student’s final grade. No laboratory was associated with the course. The aggregated sample consisted of 3511 FMCE pretest responses (74% men) and 3016 FMCE post-test responses (73% men); there were 2744 matched pretest and post-test pairs.

Sample 2: Sample 2 was collected for a total of 14 semesters in the calculus-based electricity and magnetism course at a large southern land-grant university serving approximately 25,000 students. The general undergraduate population had a range of ACT scores from 23 to 29 (25th to 75th percentile range) [58]. The university had a classification of highest research activity for the entire period studied [57]. The overall undergraduate demographics were 77% White, 8% Hispanic, 5% African American, 2% Asian with other groups each 3% or less [58].

The course was taught and overseen by one lead instructor over the time period studied. The course consisted of two 50 min lectures and two 2 h laboratory sessions each week. Students completed four in-semester examinations, weekly homework assignments, in-class lecture quizzes, and laboratory quizzes. The CSEM was given as a laboratory quiz pre- and postinstruction. The score on the CSEM was counted toward the students’ course grade. The aggregated data set \( n_{\text{pre}} = 2108, n_{\text{post}} = 2014 \) consisted of only students who completed the course for a grade and received credit for both the CSEM pretest and the CSEM post-test. The sample was primarily male (77%). There were 1804 matched pretest and post-test pairs.

Sample 3: Sample 3 was collected during 13 semesters from Spring 2011 to Spring 2017 at a large eastern land-grant university serving approximately 30,000 students. In 2016, this institution first achieved a Carnegie classification of highest research activity [57]. The undergraduate ACT range for this institution was 21–26 (25th to 75th percentile range). The overall undergraduate demographics were 79% White, 6% International, 5% African American, 4% Hispanic, 2% Asian with other groups each 4% or less [58]. The students in sample 3 were enrolled in either the introductory, calculus-based mechanics course (sample 3A) or the introductory, calculus-based electricity and magnetism course (sample 3B). Only the students who completed the courses for a grade and completed both the pretest and post-test were included. The Sample 3A data set included 3956 pretest responses (80% men) and 3719 post-test responses (80% men) from the FMCE. There were 3719 matched pretest–posttest pairs in sample 3A. The sample 3B data set included 3185 pretest responses (83% men) and 2,657 post-test responses (81% men) from the CSEM. There were 2439 matched pretest and post-test pairs in sample 3B.

The instructional environment for sample 3 was quite variable for the period studied and may, therefore, be representative of a sample drawn from multiple institutions with the same student characteristics. Between Spring 2011 and Spring 2015 semesters, a Learning Assistant (LA) program [60] was implemented as a tool to improve conceptual understanding of students in the introductory calculus-based sequence. During this time, the students attended four 50 min lectures and one 2 h laboratory each week. Over this period, the lectures were presented by 14 different instructors of various standing from full professors to late career graduate students. Many of these instructors taught multiple lecture sections and were able to establish their own teaching pedagogy, homework assignments, and examination policies. In the laboratory, the first hour was dedicated to students working in small groups on the University of Washington Tutorials in Introductory Physics
[59] with the LA acting as the lead lab instructor. The LA received training from both an expert in science education and an experienced physics instructor. In the second hour of lab, the students worked on a traditional laboratory experiment with the graduate teaching assistant (TA) acting as the lead lab instructor. Lab reports and short homework assignments from the *Tutorials in Introductory Physics* were collected and graded by the TA.

The LA program was discontinued after the Spring 2015 semester because it had reached the end of its funding. After the LA program, between the Fall 2015 and Spring 2017 semesters, each course was team taught by a pair of experienced educators. The courses consisted of three 50 min lectures and one 3 h laboratory. All sections of this course used the same in-class examination policies and similar homework policies. All lecture sections employed clickers to engage students in conceptual learning. Credit for the completion of the FMCE was given for a good faith effort and credit for the completion of the CSEM was dependent on the instructor.

Samples 3A and 3B aggregate data over a number of instructional environments. The analysis was repeated separately for the period Spring 2011 to Spring 2015 and the period Fall 2015 to Spring 2017; the conclusions were the same for each period.

C. FMCE scoring

A modified scoring method for the FMCE proposed by Thornton *et al.* was employed in this study [29]. A composite score of the original FMCE 43 items is formed to produce a score out of 33 possible points. Items 5, 15, 33, 35, 37, and 39 were eliminated because students could “expertly” answer these items prior to becoming a consistent Newtonian thinker [10,61]. Item 6 was also eliminated because physics experts frequently answered this item incorrectly.

In addition to eliminating these items, Thornton *et al.* proposed an “all-or-nothing” scoring method for the three clusters of items examining acceleration (items 8_10, 11_13, and 27_29). The authors argued that a student does not fully understand the concept of acceleration unless he or she answers all three parts of the cluster correctly. For students who do answer all three parts correctly, two points are given toward their overall score and zero points otherwise.

In our analysis, the method of all-or-nothing scoring system was employed; however, only one point was rewarded to the students who answered each of the three parts correctly. With the elimination of the 7 items and the modified all-or-nothing scoring method, the students’ FMCE score was out of 30 possible points. This modification was made to conform with the requirements of DIF analysis (i.e., the assumption that all items are equally weighted).

D. Classical test theory

CTT is an important component of modern measurement theory [62]. Ding and Beichner summarize five approaches to analyzing multiple-choice questions including CTT [63]. The current study will use CTT item difficulty and discrimination measures. In a previous study, CTT difficulty and discrimination were presented in parallel with their IRT counterparts; the two methods gave generally consistent results [13].

Item difficulty $P$ measures how “easy” an item is for students. It is defined as the proportion of correct responses for a given population, the average score on the item (the higher the item difficulty, the easier the item) [64]. Item discrimination $D$ measures how well an item can distinguish students who have strong knowledge of the subject matter from those who do not. Discrimination is defined as

$$D = P_u - P_l,$$

where $P_u$ is the proportion of participants in the top 27% of the total score distribution answering the question correctly and $P_l$ is the proportion of participants in the bottom 27% answering the item correctly [64].

An item with difficulty or discrimination that are either too high or too low can provide inaccurate information about the population; such items are called “problematic.” Jorion suggests items with $D < 0.2, P < 0.2$, or $P > 0.8$ as problematic for distractor-driven instruments [12,65,66].

CTT and IRT were also compared for the data sets used in this study. For the FMCE samples, samples 1 and 3A, results were similar with no items standing out as substantially unfair. For the CSEM samples, sample 2 and 3B, the IRT analysis produced substantially larger error bars than the CTT analysis making interpretation of the results ambiguous. As such, only CTT difficulty and discrimination will be reported in detail here.

The phi coefficient $\phi$ is calculated to explore the differences in the CTT item-level difficulty between men and women [67]. For the phi coefficient, $\phi = 0.1$ is considered a small effect, $\phi = 0.3$ a medium effect, and $\phi = 0.5$ a large effect.

The standard deviation of $P$ and $D$ were calculated by bootstrapping. Bootstrapping is a statistical technique used to estimate variation in models by forming subsamples with replacement of the original data set [68]. For this research, 1000 subsamples were used for each standard deviation estimated.

E. Differential item functioning

In an extension of the Jorion framework, Traxler *et al.* [13] explored item-level fairness in the FCI with graphical analysis and using DIF analysis. DIF assumes the total score on the instrument is an accurate measure of ability. We will measure DIF with the Mantel-Haenszel (MH) statistic [69–71] which has been employed by the
Educational Testing Service (ETS) for 25 years to examine item fairness in high stakes exams [72]. The MH statistic uses the total score on the instrument to divide the students into groups and then calculates a common odds ratio, $\alpha_{MH}$, comparing the odds of answering an item $i$ correctly for women to the odds of answering an item $i$ correctly for men [73]. The assumption that overall test score is a good measure of ability might be problematic if the overall score is biased; however, the purpose of the MH statistic is to detect differences in item performance, not overall instrument fairness. DIF detects items that stand out as unfair; removing these items is the first step in producing a fair instrument. Once the items that stand out as unfair are removed, general instrumental fairness still should be established by additional analysis.

The $\alpha_{MH}$ statistic can be transformed into an effect size, $\Delta\alpha_{MH}$, defined by $\Delta\alpha_{MH} = -2.35 \ln(\alpha_{MH})$ [72]. In this study, men have an advantage when $\Delta\alpha_{MH} < 0$ and women have an advantage when $\Delta\alpha_{MH} > 0$. The ETS classifies $|\Delta\alpha_{MH}| < 1$ as negligible DIF, $1 \leq |\Delta\alpha_{MH}| < 1.5$ as small to moderate DIF, and $|\Delta\alpha_{MH}| \geq 1.5$ as large DIF [74]. This classification is called the ETS delta scale. DIF analysis detects differences in item performance under the assumption that the total test score is an accurate measure of each group’s proficiency with the material. DIF analysis cannot detect overall instrumental bias; it cannot detect if the majority of items in an instrument favor one group. DIF, then, detects items where the difference in performance on the item is substantially different than the average difference on all items.

F. Other analyses

The differences in performance between men and women were measured with $t$ tests. Cohen’s $d$ was used to characterize the effect size for each test; Cohen identified $d = 0.2$ as a small effect, $d = 0.5$ as a medium effect, and $d = 0.8$ as a large effect [75]. Table I provides a summary of the statistics used in this paper.

Because of the number of statistical tests performed in this work, a Bonferroni correction was applied to adjust for the inflation of type I error rate. This correction adjusted the significance levels by dividing the $p$ values by the number of statistical tests performed in the analysis [76].

All statistical analyses were performed with the R software package [77]. DIF analysis was performed with the difR package [78]. Bootstrapping was performed with the boot package [68, 79].

### III. RESULTS

For each instrument, item fairness will be examined graphically and with DIF analysis. The relation of binned pretest score to post-test score will also be examined.

A. FMCE

Table II presents the FMCE pretest and post-test averages for sample 1 and sample 3A. In sample 1, men outperformed women by 15% on the FMCE pretest and by 14% on the FMCE post-test. These differences were significant for both the FMCE pretest $[t(2059) = 16.69, p < 0.001, d = 0.57]$ and the FMCE post-test $[t(1408) = 12.60, p < 0.001, d = 0.53]$ with medium effect sizes. In sample 3A, significant gender differences were detected on both the FMCE pretest and post-test; however, these differences were smaller than those of sample 1. Men outperformed women by 6% on the pretest $[t(1739) = 16.69, p < 0.001, d = 0.31]$ and by 12% on the post-test $[t(1367) = 11.69, p < 0.001, d = 0.43]$ each with small effect sizes.

### I. Item analysis

CTT identifies problematic items as those with difficulty outside of the range from 0.2 to 0.8 ($P < 0.2$ or $P > 0.8$) and those with discrimination less than 0.2 ($D < 0.2$). The problematic items in the FMCE for sample 1 and sample 3A are presented in Table III. For sample 1, nearly half of the items on the FMCE pretest were problematic for women with $P < 0.2$ except for items 40 and 43 with $P > 0.8$. Fewer problematic items were identified for men; items 36 and 38 ($P < 0.2$) and items 40, 42, and 43

### Table II. FMCE pretest and post-test averages for samples 1 and 3A. Averages are reported as percentages.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Men N</th>
<th>N (%)</th>
<th>Women N</th>
<th>N (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FMCE Pretest</td>
<td>3511</td>
<td>2607</td>
<td>2404</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FMCE Post-test</td>
<td>3016</td>
<td>2192</td>
<td>2030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample 3A</td>
<td>FMCE Pretest</td>
<td>3956</td>
<td>3146</td>
<td>3008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FMCE Post-test</td>
<td>3719</td>
<td>2947</td>
<td>2630</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TABLE III. CTT problematic items with $P < 0.2$, $P > 0.8$, or $D < 0.2$ for the FMCE.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Pre or Post</th>
<th>Problematic items</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sample 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women</td>
<td>Pre</td>
<td>2, 4, 8, 10, 11, 13, 14, 17, 18, 19, 20, 27, 29, 36, 38, 40, 43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Post</td>
<td>40, 43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Men</td>
<td>Pre</td>
<td>36, 38, 40, 42, 43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Post</td>
<td>22, 24, 26, 31, 40, 41, 42, 43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>Pre</td>
<td>8, 10, 36, 38, 40, 42, 43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Post</td>
<td>15, 24, 26, 40, 41, 42, 43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sample 3A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women</td>
<td>Pre</td>
<td>1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 8, 10, 11, 13, 14, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 23, 25, 27, 29, 30, 32, 34, 36, 40, 43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Post</td>
<td>8, 10, 11, 13, 40, 43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Men</td>
<td>Pre</td>
<td>1, 2, 4, 8, 10, 11, 13, 14, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 27, 29, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Post</td>
<td>40, 42, 43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>Pre</td>
<td>1, 2, 4, 8, 10, 11, 13, 14, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 27, 29, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Post</td>
<td>40, 42, 43</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

($P > 0.8$) were problematic for men. For women in sample 1, only items 40 and 43 were problematic postinstruction ($P > 0.8$). While the number of problematic items decreased for women from pretest to post-test, men had more problematic items after instruction. All of the items identified as problematic for men postinstruction had a difficulty of $P > 0.8$.

The results of the FMCE for sample 3A were fairly similar to those in sample 1. In sample 3A, however, both men and women had many pretest items that were problematic; nearly half of the FMCE pretest items were problematic with $P < 0.2$ for both men and women. As in sample 1, items 40 and 43 were problematic with $P > 0.8$ on the FMCE pretest. The number of problematic items after instruction was reduced for both men and women in sample 3A. Items 40 and 43 continued to be problematic for students on the FMCE post-test. For women, in addition to items 40 and 43, two of the three clustered items identified by Thornton et al. [29], 8, 10 and 11, were problematic ($P < 0.2$). For men, in addition to items 40 and 43, item 42 was a problematic item with $P > 0.8$.

2. Graphical analysis

Item fairness can be explored by plotting the CTT difficulty for men against the CTT difficulty for women as shown in Fig. 1. If men and women have equal proficiency in answering FMCE items, a fair item has the same difficulty for men and women. A line with a slope one, the “fairness line,” is also plotted in Fig. 1. A fair item would lie directly on this line. Items that are unfair to women lie above the fairness line while items that are unfair to men lie below the fairness line. Figure 1 shows differences in conceptual performance by gender on the FMCE with the majority of items significantly off the fairness line. The error bars in the figure represent 1 standard deviation in each direction.

The FMCE pretest and post-test results for sample 1 are presented in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b). For sample 1, a chi-squared test showed that for all items in the FMCE pretest, the differences in item difficulties between men and women were significant. The phi coefficient $\phi$ was calculated for each item to characterize the effect size. Postinstruction, all items except for items 30 and 43 were significantly different for men and women with women scoring lower; however, none of the items showed more than a small effect size.

The FMCE pretest and post-test results for sample 3A are presented in Figs. 1(c) and 1(d). The results were generally similar to the sample 1 results. The sample 3A pretest score was substantially lower than the sample 1 pretest score, which may have produced the clustering near the fairness line at scores less than 25% seen in Fig. 1(c). After instruction, the overall item difficulties for men and women increased; however, most of the items were still significantly different for men and women. Only items 30, 31, 32, 34, 36, and 38 were not significantly different for men and women. None of the items had a difference representing greater than a small effect size.

The figures indicate an overall difference in performance by men and women on the FMCE, an observation that is supported by the significant differences in overall pretest and post-test scores. The plots can also be used to detect differentially functioning items that stand out as substantially more unfair than an average item. Unlike previous work on the FCI [13], there were no set of items that performed significantly differently than most other items. In the FCI, while most items were near the fairness line, five items were visually separate, many standard deviations from the fairness line. The graphical analysis of this section suggests that, at the item level, all of the FCME items function approximately the same for men and women; however, overall, men have a general advantage on the instrument. This analysis cannot determine the origin of the general difference in the performance of men and women on most items, which may result for a number of sources discussed in the introduction from overall instrumental bias to differences in the physics preparation of men and women in the samples.

3. DIF analysis

DIF analysis assumes that students’ FMCE post-test score is an accurate measure of their overall ability to
answer conceptual physics questions; differences in item performance grouping students by overall test score are characterized by $\Delta \alpha_{MH}$. In the previous section, which investigated differences in scores graphically, an item was considered fair if the difficulty was equal for men and women. In this section using DIF analysis, the post-test score is assumed to be an accurate measure of the ability of the students. An item will be considered fair if the difference in performance between men and women is equal to the overall difference in post-test score. DIF analysis then identifies items that stand out as unfair against the overall difference in performance of men and women.

Table IV presents the FMCE post-test $\Delta \alpha_{MH}$ statistic for items in both samples that have either small to moderate or large DIF; these items function differently for men and women taking into account the general difference in post-test score. For sample 1, only one item, item 27_29, demonstrated large DIF with an advantage to men. Item 27_29 is a clustered problem discussing the acceleration of a coin that is tossed straight up into the air. With a value of $\Delta \alpha_{MH} = -1.50$, this item was on the border between a classification of small to moderate DIF and a classification of large DIF. The other 5 items in sample 1 presented in Table IV (3, 8_10, 11_13, 21, and 30) were measured to have small to moderate DIF with the majority of these items with an advantage to men.

The results for sample 3A were similar; however, in addition to item 27_29, item 40 also had large DIF with an advantage to men. Item 40 is within the force graph block of questions; it involves a car moving toward the right at a constant velocity. Items 3, 7, 8_10, 11_13, 30, 31, 32, 36, 38, and 42 demonstrated small to moderate DIF, half with an advantage to women, half to men.

Because large DIF items influence the overall test score, the identification of DIF can change as problematic items are removed. Large and then small-to-moderate DIF items were iteratively removed from the FMCE and DIF recalculated. For sample 1, items 3, 7, 8_10, 11_13, 21, 25, and 27_29 were removed to produce an instrument with no items with small-to-moderate or large DIF. Eliminating
these items reduced the gender gap in FMCE post-test scores by 2.5% from 15% to 12.5%. For sample 3A, items 3, 7, 8_10, 11_13, 27_29, 36, 40, and 42 were eliminated to produce a fair instrument. By removing these items, the original gender gap in FMCE post-test scores for sample 3A was reduced by 1% from 12% to 11%.

4. Pretest analysis

The above suggests that while some FMCE items perform differently for men and women, most items perform consistently with the overall difference in post-test score. This, however, does not eliminate the possibility of a general bias in the instrument shared approximately equally by all items. Henderson et al. [20] explored overall instrumental fairness by binning students by pretest score. Instrumental bias should affect all students regardless of preparation because bias is a property of the test itself, not the student population. As such, any instrumental bias should be observed in all samples and in all bins. If bias is not observed in all bins or in all samples, it would provide evidence that the instrument itself was not biased. Figure 2 plots the male and female FMCE post-test scores binned by FMCE pretest score. The FMCE has items with many more distractors than either the FCI or the CSEM, and therefore this plot is binned somewhat differently than in Henderson et al. [20].

To analyze the gender gap in the pretest bins in Fig. 2, linear regression was used to explore the overall gender differences, then \( t \) tests with a Bonferroni correction were used to calculate differences in the individual bins. The regression used post-test percentage as the dependent variable and bin number and gender (coded with women as 0 and men as 1) as the independent variables. In Fig. 2(b), too few women scored in the range 13–14 or 15–16 for analysis and, therefore, these bins were eliminated.

For sample 1 linear regression (bin number coded 1–7) yielded a significant main effect of bin \( B = 8.09, SE = 0.44; t(1,546) = 18.52, p < 0.001 \) and a significant main effect of gender \( B = 5.28, SE = 1.28; t(1,546) = 4.12, p < 0.001 \) where \( B \) is the regression coefficient and \( SE \) is the standard error of the coefficient. The bin-by-gender interaction was not significant. As such, men scored 5.28% higher than women independent of pretest bin. Post hoc analysis with a Bonferroni correction showed the difference in post-test performance between men and women was only significant in one of the pretest bins, bin 7-8, with a small effect size [\( t(182) = 3.02, p < 0.05, d = 0.37 \)].

For sample 3A linear regression yielded a significant main effect of bin \( B = 7.53, SE = 0.82; t(3,045) = 9.20, p < 0.001 \) and a significant main effect of gender \( B = 3.21, SE = 1.25; t(3,045) = 2.57, p = 0.010 \). The bin-by-gender interaction was also significant.
number of students within each pretest range. The number next to the data point is the number of students in each bin. As such, men scored 3.33% higher than women and the difference in score grew with pretest bin number. Post hoc analysis with a Bonferroni correction showed the gender gaps in three of the five pretest bins, including bin 0-4, were significant ($p < 0.05$) and the effect sizes grew from a small effect size of $d = 0.20$ in bin 0-4 to a medium effect size of $d = 0.66$ in bin 11-12.

This analysis, which compared men and women with similar pretest scores, showed a general advantage to men of 3%-5% suggesting the FMCE is generally unfair to women by of 3%-5%, a number much smaller than the overall gender gap reported in Table II. This advantage was not equally distributed over all pretest bins in all samples. If the differences measured were the result of instrumental bias, one might expect to observe the same differences in all bins in all samples. The failure to find significant differences in most bins in Sample 1 offers some evidence that the origin of the gender differences by bin might not be instrumental bias; however, this observation can only be viewed as suggestive and more research is needed.

Figure 2 also reports the number of students in each bin; Table V summarizes the percentage of women in each bin for all samples. In all samples, the percentage of women in each bin decreases with increasing pretest score.

5. Supplemental Material

The results for the mean difficulty $P$, mean discrimination $D$, phi coefficient $\phi$, and $\Delta\phi_{MH}$ for all post-test items of all samples are included in the Supplemental Material [80].

B. CSEM

Sample 2 and sample 3B were analyzed to explore gender differences on the CSEM. Overall averages are presented in Table VI. For sample 2, a gender difference of 4% and 6% was measured on the CSEM pretest and post-test, respectively. These differences in performance were significant: CSEM pretest [$t(1060) = 9.61, p < 0.001, d = 0.43$] and CSEM post-test [$t(763) = 6.89, p < 0.001, d = 0.36$] with small effect sizes. Results for sample 3B were similar with men outperforming women by 4% on the CSEM pretest [$t(895) = 8.30, p < 0.001, d = 0.35$] and by 5% on the post-test.

| TABLE VI. CSEM pretest and post-test averages for samples 2 and 3B. Averages are reported as percentages. |
|-------|-------|-------|-------|
|       | Men   |       | Women |       |
|       | $N$   | $(M \pm SD)%$ | $N$   | $(M \pm SD)%$ |
| Sample 2 |       |       | Sample 3B |       |       |
| CSEM Pretest | 2108 | 1618 | 25 ± 8 | 2185 | 2642 | 27 ± 11 |
| CSEM Post-test | 2014 | 1552 | 65 ± 16 | 2657 | 2155 | 46 ± 18 |
| CSEM Pretest | 3185 | 2642 | 543 | 24 ± 9 |
| CSEM Post-test | 2657 | 2155 | 502 | 41 ± 17 |

[FIG. 2. FMCE post-test percentage vs FMCE pretest: (a) Sample 1 and (b) sample 3A. The number next to the data point is the number of students within each pretest range.]

[B = 3.34, SE = 0.92; $t(3,045) = 3.62, p < 0.001$. As such, men scored 3.33% higher than women and the difference in score grew with pretest bin number. Post hoc analysis with a Bonferroni correction showed the gender gaps in three of the five pretest bins, including bin 0-4, were significant ($p < 0.05$) and the effect sizes grew from a small effect size of $d = 0.20$ in bin 0-4 to a medium effect size of $d = 0.66$ in bin 11-12.]
Most of the problematic CSEM post-test items in sample 2 had $P > 0.8$. Only one item was identified as too difficult for women (item 31) and one item failed to discriminate between women who know the material and those that do not (item 32).

In the sample 3B post-test, items 14, 22, and 31 were problematic for men and women postinstruction. Items 14 and 31 had $P < 0.2$ and item 22 had $D < 0.2$. The other problematic items were less consistent for men and women. For men, item 12 ($P > 0.8$) and item 20 ($P < 0.2$) were problematic. Item 29 ($P < 0.2$) and item 21 and 22 ($D < 0.2$) were problematic for women.

2. Graphical analysis

Figure 3 plots the mean difficulties for the CSEM for men and women. Figures 3(a) and 3(c) show many items with very low pretest scores. These scores were sufficiently low to be consistent with random guessing; it seems likely that many of the pretest items that overlap the fairness line do so because neither men nor women could answer them.

In both CSEM post-test samples [Figs. 3(b) and 3(d)], the majority of the error bars do not overlap the fairness line; most items were significantly more challenging for women. In sample 2, there were two items that fell significantly below the fairness line and were more challenging to men (items 18 and 20); however, in sample 3B, items more challenging for men were closer to the fairness line. For sample 2, a chi-squared test showed the difficulties for items 3, 5, 6, 20, and 29 were significantly different, also with small effect sizes.

3. DIF analysis

Table VIII presents the items in the CSEM post-test that have either small to moderate or large DIF. In sample 2, only item 20 demonstrated large DIF (unfair to men), while two other items, 3 and 6, showed small-to-moderate DIF (unfair to women). In sample 3B, only item 32 demonstrated small-to-moderate DIF; this item was moderately unfair to men.

To construct an unbiased instrument, for each sample, items were iteratively removed and DIF was recalculated. Because item 20 was substantially unfair to men in sample 2, removing items 3, 6, and 20 increased the original gender gap by 0.1%. Removing item 32 increased the gender gap in sample 3B by 0.4%.

4. Pretest analysis

Like the FMCE, the above results suggest that the CSEM items are not differentially fair to men and women. Figure 4 presents the CSEM post-test averages as a function of binned CSEM pretest scores for sample 2 and sample 3B. The pretest scores were binned into four ranges, 0-6, 7-8,
For sample 2, linear regression with post-test percentage as the dependent variable yielded a significant main effect of bin $B = 3.70, \text{SE} = 0.37; t(1,550) = 9.90, p < 0.001$ and a significant main effect of gender $B = 3.47, \text{SE} = 0.88; t(1,550) = 3.94, p < 0.001$. The bin-by-gender interaction was not significant.

For sample 2, linear regression with post-test percentage as the dependent variable yielded a significant main effect of bin $B = 3.70, \text{SE} = 0.37; t(1,550) = 9.90, p < 0.001$ and a significant main effect of gender $B = 3.47, \text{SE} = 0.88; t(1,550) = 3.94, p < 0.001$. The bin-by-gender interaction was not significant. Post hoc analysis with a

9-10, and 11-12; insufficient women scored between 13 and 14 on the CSEM pretest for analysis in both samples.

For sample 2, linear regression with post-test percentage as the dependent variable yielded a significant main effect of bin $B = 3.70, \text{SE} = 0.37; t(1,550) = 9.90, p < 0.001$ and a significant main effect of gender $B = 3.47, \text{SE} = 0.88; t(1,550) = 3.94, p < 0.001$. The bin-by-gender interaction was not significant. Post hoc analysis with a

---

TABLE VIII. CTT difficulty and discrimination and DIF $\Delta \alpha_{\text{MH}}$ for the CSEM items with small to moderate or large DIF. The significance levels have been Bonferroni corrected: “a” denotes $p < 0.0016$, “b” denotes $p < 0.0003$, and “c” denotes $p < 0.00003$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>$P_M$</th>
<th>$P_F$</th>
<th>$D_M$</th>
<th>$D_F$</th>
<th>$\phi$</th>
<th>$\Delta \alpha_{\text{MH}}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sample 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.74 ± 0.01</td>
<td>0.52 ± 0.02</td>
<td>0.67 ± 0.02</td>
<td>0.75 ± 0.03</td>
<td>0.14$^c$</td>
<td>−1.01$^b$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.83 ± 0.01</td>
<td>0.68 ± 0.02</td>
<td>0.33 ± 0.03</td>
<td>0.55 ± 0.05</td>
<td>0.15$^c$</td>
<td>−1.29$^b$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.38 ± 0.01</td>
<td>0.50 ± 0.02</td>
<td>0.32 ± 0.03</td>
<td>0.49 ± 0.06</td>
<td>0.11$^c$</td>
<td>1.93$^c$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample 3B</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>0.37 ± 0.01</td>
<td>0.43 ± 0.02</td>
<td>0.25 ± 0.03</td>
<td>0.33 ± 0.06</td>
<td>0.08$^a$</td>
<td>1.02$^b$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Bonferroni correction showed a significant difference in performance in only bin 9-10 [$t(143) = 2.60, p < 0.05, d = 0.32$] with a small effect size.

For sample 3B, linear regression yielded a significant main effect of bin [$B = 5.35, SE = 0.32; t(2, 127) = 16.71, p < 0.001$] and a significant main effect of gender [$B = 2.49, SE = 0.83; t(2, 127) = 2.99, p = 0.003$]. The bin-by-gender interaction was not significant. Post hoc analysis with a Bonferroni correction showed none of the gender gaps were significant.

As such, men have a 2.5%–3.5% advantage on the CSEM independent of pretest bin. While most bins did not show significant differences, examination of Fig. 4 and the regression results suggest this advantage to men is independent of prior preparation and may represent general instrumental unfairness; however, additional research is need to identify the source of this unfairness.

**IV. DISCUSSION**

This section will discuss the research questions in the order proposed.
two items; however, the answers are presented in terms of acceleration rather than in terms of force.

Problematic items were also identified within the CSEM. The results for the CSEM were less consistent between sample 2 and sample 3B than between the two samples for the FMCE. Within each sample, the identified problematic items in the CSEM were fairly consistent between men and women. Prior to any physics instruction, many of the CSEM items were identified to be problematic. Within each sample, many of the problematic items were the same for men and women.

For the CSEM post-test, different problematic items were identified in sample 2 and sample 3B. In sample 2, items 1, 12, 23, and 26 were easy problems for both men and women postinstruction; these items went from being too difficult to too easy for both genders. In sample 3B, items 14, 22, and 31 were identified as problematic for both men and women on the CSEM post-test. Items 14 and 31 were consistently challenging for both genders on the CSEM pretest and the CSEM post-test. Item 22 was a difficult item on the CSEM pretest and had a poor discrimination on the CSEM post-test for both genders.

There were only two items that were problematic on the CSEM post-test across the two samples. Item 12 had a difficulty of $P > 0.8$ for men and item 31 had a difficulty of $P < 0.2$ for women. The inconsistencies in problematic items on the CSEM post-test between the two samples may be due to the large differences in post-test scores between sample 2 and sample 3B (Table VI).

The identification of items with difficulty or discrimination out of some desired range as problematic is conventional in CTT. For both instruments studied many of these problematic items probably resulted from the practice of using the same instrument as both a pretest and a post-test. The identification of some problematic items either preinstruction or post-instruction seems inevitable if a common instrument is to be used at multiple institutions as both a pretest and a posttest; however, the existence of a substantial subset of problematic items in either the pretest or post-test implies these scores should be interpreted with caution. For the CSEM, Henderson et al. [20] demonstrated that the low female pretest scores (probably caused by the large number of problematic pretest identified in this study) shifted the female pretest score distribution sufficiently that it substantially overlapped the pure guessing score distribution; and therefore, the pretest scores of women were less predictive of their post-test scores than the post-test scores of men.

RQ2: Are there items in the FMCE or the CSEM which are substantially unfair to men or women? Although the incoming pretest scores were somewhat different for sample 1 and sample 3A, the overall result that the majority of the FMCE items were more difficult for women was consistent between the two samples. Almost all of the items on the FMCE post-test were significantly more difficult for women, but none with more than a small effect size. The only item that was not significantly different in both samples was item 30. This item addresses student understanding of Newton’s 3rd law for two objects travelling at the same speed when they collide.

The graphical results for both instruments were quite different than those reported by Traxler et al. for the FCI [13]. Graphical analysis identified five substantially unfair items within the FCI post-test; the majority of the FCI items moved toward the fairness line from FCI pretest to FCI post-test. This was not the case for the FMCE; although all of the FMCE items became easier items after instruction (as seen with the overall positive shift in item difficulty), the majority of the FMCE items did not cluster around the fairness line postinstruction in either sample 1 or sample 3A.

The item fairness of the CSEM was also examined graphically. In both samples, students’ incoming pretest score was low. Overall, less than half of the items on the CSEM post-test were significantly unfair with one item in each sample (item 20 in sample 2 and item 32 in sample 3B) unfair to men. Overall, the majority of the CSEM items did not demonstrate significantly different difficulty for men and women.

DIF analysis allowed the comparison of item performance under the assumption that the total score on the FMCE was an accurate measure of the conceptual ability. In sample 1, only item 27_29 demonstrated large DIF on the FMCE post-test. In sample 3A, items 27_29 and 40 had large DIF. Item 40 was also identified as problematic because it was too easy; the easiness of the item was not the same for men and women in sample 3A.

The other two clusters that were defined by Thornton et al. [29], items 8_10 and 11_13, demonstrated small-to-moderate DIF against women in both samples. Overall, all three of the “all of nothing” clusters, which Smith and Wittmann defined as the reversing direction cluster, showed some gender unfairness toward women.

The number of items that demonstrated large DIF in the FMCE was much smaller than the eight large DIF items initially identified by Traxler et al. in the FCI [13]. Overall, the FMCE did not demonstrate the substantial item-level gender unfairness reported for the FCI.

There was also little similarity between the types of items demonstrating large DIF. In the FCI, the five substantially unfair item were item 14 (bowling ball rolling out of airplane, items 21-23 (space shuttle under constant thrust with initial velocity perpendicular to thrust), and item 27 (large box sliding on surface with friction). The FMCE items with large DIF were item 27_29 (samples 1 and 3A) (three questions asking the direction of the acceleration at different points in the trajectory of a coin tossed in the air) and item 40 (sample 3A) (velocity-time graph of a toy car moving at constant velocity).

DIF analysis was also performed for the CSEM. In both sample 2 and sample 3B, only one item, item 20, demonstrated large DIF; this item was biased toward women.
In general, the results for both the FMCE and the CSEM presented in this study were quite different than the results of a substantial set of studies which show item-level unfairness in the FCI [13,18,19]. With this, we concluded that both the FMCE and the CSEM are substantially more gender fair than the FCI at the item level.

**RQ3:** *Are the differences in overall post-test performance between men and women dependent on the student’s pretest score?*

Linear regression analysis identified a 3%–5% advantage for men on the FMCE post-test controlling for pretest bin (an interaction in sample 3A was measured and, in this sample, the advantage grows with pretest bin). A 2.5%–3.5% advantage toward men was identified in the CSEM. The differences were much smaller than the overall gender differences in the averages of the two instruments. As such, controlling for pretest score, both instruments appear somewhat unfair to women. *Post hoc* analyses showed that the gender differences were not significant in most bins.

If the origin of the differences above was instrumental bias, one would expect differences to be identified in all samples and in all bins. This was not observed. In sample 1, the gender gap for most of the FMCE pretest bins was not significant; both the lowest and highest bins strongly overlap. The failure to find a gender gap in these bins in sample 1 suggests that there is not an overall instrumental bias in the FMCE. In sample 3A, the difference between male and female post-test performance was significant in most bins. Because few pretest bins showed bias in sample 1, it seems likely that the difference in post-test performance in sample 3A was a result of some factor other than instrumental bias. This result can only be viewed as suggestive and more research will be required to determine if the general 3%–5% advantage for men on the FMCE post-test controlling for pretest bin is a result of instrumental bias or some other factor.

Henderson *et al.* [20] presented a similar analysis using a subset of the data in sample 2; the larger data set drawn from the same institution supported their conclusions. The gender gap in the CSEM post-test scores grew as a function of binned pretest score; however, the gender gap in the lowest pretest bins was not significant. In sample 3B, the gender difference was not significant for any pretest bin. While not significant in the individual bins, regression analysis as well as visual inspection of Fig. 4 suggests a small overall advantage toward men. The origin of this advantage may be instrumental bias, but more research is required.

The result that there are no significant gender difference in the lowest CSEM pretest bin is consistent with Kohl and Kuo [36].

DIF analysis cannot eliminate the possibility of overall instrumental unfairness; DIF can only detect differential fairness between items. The gender gaps measured by linear regression analysis are substantially smaller than the overall differences in average observed in each sample. Table V provides a partial explanation; in all samples the percentage of women in each pretest bin decreased with the average pretest score. This overrepresentation of women in the lowest pretest bin has been reported in a number of other studies [20,81,82]. The binning figures and regression analysis indicate generally small differences in post-test performance for equally prepared students; however, in general there is an overall difference in preparation of men and women indicated by the distribution of representation of men and women in the pretest bins. This overall difference in distribution of pretest scores may account for a substantial part of the overall gender gap. More research disentangling the effect of general differences in prior preparation from the effects of instrumental bias is needed.

**V. IMPLICATIONS**

This work demonstrated that both the FMCE and the CSEM have few items with large DIF while Traxler *et al.* showed that the FCI contains multiple large-DIF items [13]. As such, institutions making decisions on the assessment of instructional practices should consider using the FMCE for mechanics courses and the CSEM for electricity and magnetism courses. Traxler *et al.* constructed a reduced 19-item subset of the FCI which was unbiased and had good reliability metrics; this reduced instrument might also be a good option for assessing mechanics instruction. While the FMCE is a clear choice if one wishes an unmodified published instrument in wide use, the choice between the 19-item FCI and the FMCE is less clear. The FMCE demonstrated relatively large absolute differences measured by the $\phi$ coefficient particularly in sample 1; many of these differences were larger than those for items detected as large DIF and eliminated from the reduced FCI. The reduced 19-item FCI contains items with substantially smaller $\phi$ coefficients in Traxler’s *et al.* [13] main sample than the FMCE in either sample 1 or sample 3B in this work. While the distribution of pretest scores suggests that the large $\phi$ coefficients in sample 1 and sample 3A may have resulted from differences in the prior knowledge of men and women, more research is needed to fully understand those differences.

The FCI, FMCE, and CSEM all showed some items that functioned differently for men and women. All three instruments also demonstrated general overall performance differences for men and women; the origin of these general differences is not well understood. As such, it may be inappropriate to use the score on these conceptual instruments to assign course credit.

**VI. FUTURE WORK**

This work is the third of three papers examining gender differences and fairness in the FCI [13], the FMCE, and the
VII. CONCLUSIONS

Traxler et al. performed an analysis of the item-level fairness of the FCI for men and women [13]. The current study extended that research to the FMCE and the CSEM. For the FMCE, the majority of the items were significantly more difficult for women both pre- and postinstruction; however, no items stood out as being substantially unfair. There was only one item that demonstrated large DIF in both samples; another item demonstrated large DIF in one sample. Both items were unfair to women. For the CSEM, less than half of the items were of significantly different difficulty for men and women. Only one item in either of the samples demonstrated large DIF; this item was substantially unfair to men. The FMCE and the CSEM contained far fewer large DIF items than the number of large DIF items identified in the FCI by Traxler et al. [13]. Regression analysis showed that correcting for pretest score that men had a 3%–5% advantage on the FMCE and a 2.5%–3.5% advantage on the CSEM. DIF analysis examined differences in fairness between items and cannot eliminate the possibility that the origin of the general advantage toward men is that most items are consistently unfair.
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